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Abstract: 

The work presented in this paper is analysis and design of power efficient Network on Chips (NoCs). 

NoC architecture, routers, structure of NoC, topologies and their components has been discussed in this 

work. The parameters likely speed, latency, static and dynamic power is analyzed. This work found better 

results as compared to previous works.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s Network-on-chip has become essential modules in router design with far better results as 

compared with SoCs (System on chips). NoC is a better option to the bus based and ad hoc based seen in 

previous designs [2].It provides low scalability, less latency and power among PEs (processing elements) 

connected on chip. The advanced bypass path technique is used in case of low traffic which reduces 

latency in the arrival of packets [3]. 

Area occupancy in the on chip design should also be reduces to improve the performance of the chip. To 

discard cost of buffers an EB (Elastic Buffer) control technique is used in router design [4].The use of 

Virtual Channel VCs [7] lowers area, latency as well as static and dynamic power of the chip. The 

parameters involved in efficient router design involve Buffers, Arbiter, Virtual Channel Controller, 

Routing path Controller and Allocator [13]. 

Using power gating method the static power can be reduced. An advanced technique of a VC router 

called as Easy pass (EZ-Pass) router is discussed that improves power loss by reducing latency among 

the flits. 

II. NETWORK ON CHIP 

 

The typical bus concept implementation requires large Multiplexers and to solve problems of Cache 

coherence. Hence the bus based communications are not scalable for today’s MPSoC structures [6]. The 

following figure 1 shows the architectural paradigm shift from buses to network.  
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Figure 1. Network on Chip  

Similarly, as the numbers of cores in the processor increases, interconnection wire N/W between the 

cores plays a major role in chip multiprocessors (CMPs) overall performance. 

On Chip router design aims to lower count of buffers [5] to increase SoC usable area. Control area 

overheads can be hided to reduce latency significantly. Impact related to less buffering also shrinks 

latency in router design by use of single cycle design. Proposed architecture shown in figure 1 is to solve 

the problems of wider chip area design is to use point to point channels in communication networks. 

Hence there is reduction in signal loss, power loss and delay in the system. The VC network model is 

analyzed using Hierarchical Architectural Simulation Environment (HASE).In entire simulation results 

we consider only single cycle implementation of router. The results are calculated for 

restricted/unrestricted cross bar implementations. 
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Figure 2. VC Router along with EZ-Pass Router  

 

Figure 2 shows combination of VC Router which is used at when incoming flits maximum while EZ-

Pass router is used when traffic is relatively low. The main advantage of this architecture is that the input 

flits can be routed without disturbing the inactive routers which are powered off during low traffic 

[14].The EZ Pass route consists of MUX, DEMUX and single flit latches. The Control logic helps the 

incoming flits to reach NI (Network Interface) rather than moving towards the VC Router. Finally the NI 

transfers the flits to its respective output port destination. As compared with conventional router, EZ 

Pass router requires less power and improves the performance of the system. The gem5 simulator is used 

for simulation purpose. Also to analyze power consumption and router area DSENT has been used. 

Finally, the work has been analyzed various topologies with their respective parameters and found good 

comparative results.  

 

III. CONCLUSION 

A low cost technique to improve the performance of the NoC router is achieved by reduction of cycle 

time. The latency of the router is reduced significantly without hampering the efficiency of router. The EZ 

Pass routing technique reduces static as well as dynamic power without disturbing the in-active routers. 

The results shows that static power is reduced by 31% while latency is reduced by 32% 
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